Wenumericallyand analyticallystudy the isochronous(zero-lag)chaos synchronizationof two Lang-Kobayashi type lasers which are delay-coupledvia a passiverelay (semitransparent mirror) [1, 2] or an activerelay (third laser) [3, 4] . We show that both relay setups exhibit bubbling [5, 6] , i. e., noise-induceddesynchronization, or on-off intennittency depending on the coupling parameters.
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In the coherence collapse (CC) and in the low frequencyfluctuation (LFF) regime, we find that the desynchronization is caused by transversally unstable antimodes of the compound cavity: In the CC regime the dynamics comprises chaotic itinerancy among the modes and global antimode dynamics (see Fig. lc ). The modes involved in the chaotic itinerancy are transversally stable (blue circles). The antimodes on the other hand are transversally unstable (red squares). Thus, when the trajectory approaches the antimode, noise can lead to desynchronization and bubbling occurs (see Fig. la ) . The yellow diamonds in Fig. lc mark the onset of desynchronization, showing that bubbling always occurs in the vicinity of the antimodes (independent of the power). In the LFF regime the dynamics is similar. The intensity buildup process in between power dropouts is characterizedby chaotic switching between different attractor ruins (ghosts) of unstable external cavity modes (ECMs) with a drift towards the ECM with minimal n. All ECMs involvedin the buildupprocess are transversallystable and we observeno desynchronization. During the power dropout the trajectory collides with an antimode in a crisis. Again, the vicinity to transversallyunstable antimodes -rather than the drop in power -leads to bubbling behavior (see Fig. 1b ). This behaviourhas previouslyalso been observed in unidirectionally coupled lasers [7] .
For the activerelay we find that bubblingcan be suppressedby strongerpumping of the relay laser. In this case the system still itinerates among the compound laser modes, but there is no global antimode dynamics. Moreover, in contrast to the behavior for identical pumping and for the passive relay case, the active relay now suppresses the bubbling and there is no desynchronization (see Fig. l d) . Inspecting Fig. l d, we can conclude that the modes involved in the dynamics are indeed transversally stable. We have calculated the Lyapunov exponents for this setup, confirmingthat the lasers still exhibit strong chaos. 
